Citing Sources Using APA Style – 6th Edition

Good writing requires that you give credit to others whenever you borrow their words or ideas. The American Psychological Association (APA) has published a style manual, called the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, which illustrates how to cite your sources. This handout provides an overview of the APA citation style, including numerous examples. If you need more detailed guidance, please refer to the Publication Manual (Ref BF 76.7 .P83 2010), the library website under Research → Citing Sources, or http://apa.org.

Citation Examples
NOTE: This guide single spaces citations to conserve space. Remember to double space your Reference List!

Print Sources

**Book with author(s):**

**Book with editor(s):**

**Book with editor(s) – including edition number (not necessary for first edition):**

**Signed article in an encyclopedia:**

**Signed article in a multi-volume encyclopedia (with editors):**

**Journal with continuous paging (no DOI):**

**Journal paginated by issue (no DOI):**

**Magazine article (no DOI):**

**Newspaper article:**

**Personal Communication:** (Private letters, email, personal interviews, telephone conversations, lecture notes). Do not cite it on your reference page. Cite in-text only.
Electronic Sources

Journal article DOI listed in record:  

Journal article no DOI listed in record: (List URL for journal home page. Article doesn’t have to be on journal’s website.)  

Magazine article: (with no DOI)  

Newspaper article:  

CQ Researcher online:  

E-book Articles: Access Medicine, GVRL, ProQuest eBook Central, etc. (If no DOI, list URL for publisher home page. Book doesn’t have to be on publisher’s website.)

Example from Access Medicine:  

Example from GVRL (Gale Virtual Reference Library):  

Example of whole e-book from ProQuest eBook Central:  

Example of section of an e-book with a single author for entire book and a DOI (Must cite entire book. Can mention section or entry in the text of your paper.):  

World Wide Web site:  
*basic format:*  
Author/editor. (Date of publication. If there is no date, use n.d.). *Title document*. Retrieved from http://URL

*example:* [Note: This page has a corporate author. If a personal author is listed, use that name.]  